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Abstract

Abstractive Text Summarization is an important and practical task, aiming to rephrase the input text into a short
version summary, while preserving its same and important semantics. In this paper, we propose a novel Frame Se-
mantics guided network for Abstractive Sentence Summarization (FSum), which is able to learn a better text semantic
representation by selecting more relevant Frame semantics from text, and integrating Frame semantic representation
with text representation effectively. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed FSum model performs
significantly better than existing state-of-the-art techniques on both Gigaword and DUC 2004 benchmark datasets.

Keywords: Abstractive Sentence Summarization, Frame Semantics Selection, Frame Semantics Integration, Neural
Network

1. Introduction

Text Summarization is a critical task in NLP domain, aiming at condensing a text into a short version while
preserving its essential semantic information [1]. It is particularly important in the big data era, given that there has
been an information explosion in the amount of text data, as well as consumers will need to digest large amount
of information in short period of time. Clearly, it can be applied to wide real-world applications, such as news5

summarization, question answering, headline generation, technical paper abstraction etc.
Text Summarization can be categorized into two tasks, namely, extractive summarization and abstractive summa-

rization. While extractive summarization directly copies most relevant words and phrases from source text, abstractive
summarization shortens and paraphrases the given source text, potentially with new words or different yet semanti-
cally equivalent phrases. As such, abstractive summarization could be more flexible to condense the content of given10

text. Summarization contains sentence summarization [2] and document summarization [3, 4]. The input of the sen-
tence summarization is a sentence, while the input of standard document summarization is a document. In this paper,
we focus on sentence summarization, which is different from standard document summarization since it is hard to
apply existing techniques in extractive methods, such as extracting sentence features and ranking sentences [5]. As a
sentence is typically shorter than a document, sentence summarization needs more fine-grained textual representation15

to generate high quality summaries.
Abstractive summarization needs human beings or learning models to first understand the overall meaning of the

given text, and subsequently rephrase its content, by keeping the same and important semantics while ignoring non-
critical details. We observe abstractive summarization has three challenges, namely, 1) distill semantic information of
given source sentence, 2) select important semantic information, and 3) integrate semantic information to the source20

sentence representation to generate a summary. Clearly, obtaining semantic information or representation is critical
to tackle the three challenges.

Recently, neural network models have been proposed, which focus on designing sophisticated model structures.
For example, [5, 6] designed the selective gate network to reweight the source text representation. [7] integrated
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Figure 1: FrameNet-style parsing of the source sentence and its corresponding summary. Where F [number] indicates the Frame, FE [number]
denotes the Frame Element, T [number] refers to the Target word. The color filled modules refer to the related parts between source sentence and
target summary.

reinforcement learning, generative adversarial networks, and recurrent neural networks to improve text generalization25

representation. [8] applied capsule networks with an adaptive optimizer to enhance the generalization capability
from few data points. [9, 10] used an extractive technique to weight the copy probability and guided the pointer
network to copy important words from the source input. To distinguish salient information, [11] applied a focus-
attention mechanism and an independent saliency-selection network in the source encoder. On the other hand, some
work extracted and integrated entity information into models, or retrieved summary templates to guide summary30

generation. For instance, [12] proposed a fact aware neural model, which leveraged open information extraction
and dependency parse technologies to extract actual fact descriptions as external entity relation knowledge, to guide
summary generation. [6] leverages template discovered from training data to softly select key information from each
source article to guide its summarization process. [13] extracted entity from the Wikidata knowledge graph and
incorporated entity-level knowledge into the encoder-decoder architecture.35

Note that the above work always leverage rule-based or triple style (subject, predicate, object) methods to extract
important words from source text as important information to guide the summary generation. In practice, however,
the word in source text may not always appear in target summary; instead target summary may use some other
semantically related words to better represent the entire semantics of the source sentence. That is, source text is not
consistent with the target summary at the word level, making existing methods generate lower quality summary. As40

target summary represents the key information of the source text, they should be consistent at semantic level. As
such, we propose to first distill/ extract important semantic information from source text, and subsequently use them
to guide the summary generation.

We observe that FrameNet [14, 15] provides schematic scenario representation that could be potentially lever-
aged to distill the semantics from source sentences. So we propose a novel FSum model (Frame Semantics guided45

model for Abstractive Sentence Summarization), which systematically selects important semantic information and
incorporates Frame semantic scenario information into the encoder-decoder architecture to guide the generation of
summarization. In particular, Frame (F) is defined as a composition of Lexical Units (LUs) and a set of Frame El-
ements (FEs). Given a sentence, if its certain word evokes a Frame by matching a LU, then it is called Target (T)
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[16, 17]. Taking Frame Receiving in Figure 1 as an example, the word received in source sentence evokes the Frame,50

which contains four FEs, i.e., two Recipient, Theme, Purpose of theme. The FE Theme is filled by phrase a four
billion dollar government fund injection. It is worth mentioning that FrameNet connects different relevant Frames
into a Frame network by defining Frame-to-Frame (F-to-F) relations, which facilitate providing natural and effec-
tive ways to model the semantic relations between a sentence and its associated summary, as the summary contains
semantically relevant rephrased words or phrases. In Figure 1, given the source sentence “China reinsurance, the55

nation’s only reinsurer, received a four billion-dollar government fund injection in preparation for listings at home
and abroad, state media said Monday”, the Frame semantic parser SEMAFOR [18] distills five semantic scenarios or
Frames, namely, F1:Statement, F2:Receiving, F3:Origin, F4: Sole instance and F5: Cardinal numbers. Clearly,
not all these semantic scenarios are essential for generating summaries. Hence, we further employ the Frame seman-
tic information in target summary, to help select most important semantic information by leveraging F-to-F relations.60

For example, F2:Receiving (in source sentence) is considered as an important Frame, as it inherits from F7:Getting
(in target summary). Clearly, F-to-F relations not only help connect important semantics between source text and
associated summary, but also can be used for learning what semantics in text are important for summary.

Specifically, we first annotate the given source sentence and target summary into several Frames using the automat-
ic Frame-semantic parser respectively. Then, we utilize additional associated Frame information in target summary65

to select important Frames (and ignore unimportant Frames) from given sentence. Note, in the process, we take full
advantage of F-to-F relations to model the semantic relationship between given sentence and its summary. Finally, an
interaction mechanism is proposed to integrate the selected Frame representation and text representation into a better
comprehensive representation, which will be fed into decoder to generate accurate summary. To verify the effective-
ness of FSum, we conducted extensive experiments on two benchmark data, namely, Gigaword data [19] and DUC70

2004 data [20]. Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. We propose a novel FSum model, which, to the best of our knowledge, is the first attempt to utilize Frame
semantics to guide the generation of abstractive summarization.

2. We design a new Frame Selection module that selects important and relevant Frames from source sentence to
guide the summary generation by leveraging summary Frames and F-to-F relations.75

3. We design the interaction mechanism between source sentence representation and Frame representation, which
further facilitates learning a better semantic representation.

4. Experiments on Gigaword dataset and DUC 2004 dataset show that our proposed FSum model achieves signif-
icantly better results than existing state-of-the-art methods.

2. Related Work80

Abstractive summarization is a task to generate a short summary that contains the key information of text. Early
studies in this task focused on the feature-based traditional machine learning methods, such as syntactic tree pruning
[21], statistical machine translation [22] and template methods [23].

Recently, neural network techniques have been adopted to various Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks,
such as combining Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for Multi-label Text85

Categorization [24], utilizing deep recurrent belief network to learn Word Dependency [25], applying long short-term
memory (LSTM) networks with the external knowledge for Sentiment Analysis [26]. In summarization task, most
neural models employed the encoder-decoder architecture [27]. For instance, [2] applied an attention-based sequence-
to-sequence model for abstractive summarization; [28] proposed to use copy-generate mechanism to control when to
copy from the source article and when to generate from the vocabulary. [29] avoided repetition of the same words90

in the summary by proposing a model of a convolutional gated unit that performed global encoding to improve the
representation of the input data. [30] introduced Determinantal Point Processes methods to generate comprehensive
summaries. [31] defined a pre-training scheme for summarization and produced a zero-shot abstractive summarization
model.

2.1. Incorporating External Knowledge95

Encoder-decoder architecture has attracted attentions and achieved state-of-the-art performance [5, 32, 33]. Some
work have been proposed to incorporate additional knowledge into encoder for better text representation. For instance,
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Figure 2: The flowchart of our proposed FSum model. The dashed line boxes refer to the input of Frame Selection Module, which obtained by
different ways during training and testing phase, respectively.

[34] proposed to enrich their encoder with handcrafted features, such as named entities and part-of-speech tags, the
word embedding in the embedding lookup layer. [35] encoded the structural information from abstract meaning
representation as an additional feature to the source encoder to enhance the source representation. [36] applied a100

hidden semi-Markov model decoder, which learned latent, discrete templates jointly with learning to generate. [37]
extracted factual relations from the article to build a knowledge graph and integrated it into the decoding process via
neural graph computation.

2.2. Pre-Trained Language Model

Pre-trained Transformers with self-supervised objectives on large text corpora have shown great success in text105

summarization task. For example, BERTShare [38] learned contextualized text representations by predicting words
based on their context using large amounts of text data. UniLM [33] also predicted a masked word based on its
context by jointly pre-trained with multiple language modeling objectives. Some other works attempted to make
the models have the foresight to generate a span at each step rather than a word. MASS [39] adopted the encoder-
decoder Framework and took a sentence with randomly masked fragment (several consecutive tokens) as input, and110

its decoder predicted this masked fragment. ERNIE-GEN [40] further introduced a span-by-span generation flow that
trained the model to predict semantically-complete spans consecutively. In contrast to word-level mask and span-
level mask, PEGASUS [41] masked multiple whole sentences from an input document and generated together as
one output sequence from the remaining sentences. Different from the above pre-trained models, ProphetNet [42], a
sequence-to-sequence pre-trained model, learned to predict future n-gram at each time step.115

2.3. FrameNet work on NLP

Recently FrameNet has been adopted for different NLP tasks. For automatic event detection, [43] detected events
in FrameNet, and then analyzed possible mappings from Frames to event-types. [44] identified duplicate questions by
integrating FrameNet with neural networks. [16] integrated multi-frame semantic information to facilitate sentence
modelling for Machine Reading Comprehension (MRC) task. To the best of our knowledge, we have not seen any120

work integrating it to abstractive sentence summarization so far. Hence, we propose a novel FSum model to utilize
Frame Semantics to guide the generation of abstractive summarization.

3. Our Proposed Method

The overall flowchart and architecture of our proposed FSum model are illustrated in Figure 2 and 3 respectively,
including six key modules:125

(1) Frame Representation distills frame semantic information FS from source sentence;
(2) Frame Selection selects important Frames F sle in given sentence based on its summary;
(3) Encoder represents the selected Frames and given sentence through Frame Encoder H f and Source Encoder

Hc respectively;
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Figure 3: The overall architecture of FSum model for testing phase. There is no Candidate Summary Retrieve module (dashed line box) in training
phase.

(4) Interaction Layer integrates the Frame representation H f and sentence representation Hc into an overall130

semantic representation C;
(5) Summary Generation employs the overall presentation C to generate its summary y∗ word-by-word;
(6) Candidate Summary Retrieval retrieves candidate summary Xsen from the training corpus during test phase.
Next, we introduce each of the six modules one by one.

3.1. Frame Representation135

Frame Representation aims to distill Frame semantic information from the given source sentence by a formalized
representation of the Frame semantic structure FS . During data pre-processing stage, each sentence is first annotated
into several Frame semantic sequences using SEMAFOR 3.0 [18], which is an automatic Frame-semantic parser.
More specifically, let F represents a set of Frames in the sentence, FEi is corresponding Frame Element set of each
Frame Fi:140

F = {F1,F2, ...,Fi, ...} (1)

FEi = {FEi1,FEi2, ...,FEij, ...} (2)

Correspondingly, we can get its multi-Frame semantic structure FS = {FS
1 ,F

S
2 , ...,F

S
i , ...} , where FS

i = {Fi, FEi1,
FEi2, . . . , FEi j, . . . , } represents the i-th Frame semantic structure.

Continuing with the example in Figure 1, the left part of Figure 3 shows five source sentence Frames: Statemen-
t, Receiving, Origin, Sole instance and Cardinal numbers and three summary Frames Origin, Getting, Cardi-
nal numbers extracted from source sentence and summary respectively. Each Frame has a Frame semantic structure.145

For example, the Frame semantic structure of Frame Statement is shown as F s
Statement = {Statement, Message, Speaker,

Time}, where { Message, Speaker, Time} are three Frame Elements of Frame Statement.
Next, the Frame semantic structure FS

i is mapped to an embedding matrix E(FS
i ), i.e. E(FS

i ) = [e(Fi), e(FEi1),
e(FEi2), ..., e(FEi j), ...], where e(Fi) is the embedding of Frame Fi and e(FEi j) is the embedding of Frame Element
FEi j. In particular, The Frame and Frame Elements embedding e(Fi) and e(FEi j) are initialized by BERT [45],150

which encode the Frame definition Fd and Frame Element definition FEd in FrameNet, e.g., Statement is Frame and
Speaker is a Frame Element of the Frame F s

Statement. In FrameNet, Statement is defined as the Frame communicate
the act of a Speaker to address a Message to some Addressee using language, and Speaker is the sentient entity that
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produces the Message 1. Subsequently, we employ the first input token ([CLS]) representation of the last layer as their
representation vectors e(Fi), e(FEi j) respectively.155

e(Fi) = BERT(Fd) (3)

e(FEi j) = BERT(FEd) (4)

3.2. Frame Selection

Frame Selection is used to select important semantic information from the source sentence according to tar-
get summary. Given the source sentence Frames FX = {FX

1 , F
X
2 , ..., F

X
M} and the target summary Frames FXsum

=

{FXsum

1 , FXsum

2 , ..., FXsum

N }, where M and N are the number of Frames in the source sentence X and target summary Xsum

respectively, we will need to train a model that is capable to select most important and relevant Frames Fr in FX based160

on FXsum
. This is because FXsum

represents critical Frames that occur in target summary Xsum, which should be able to
help identify which Frames in source sentence X are important (thus are kept in condensed summary). In this paper,
we design two methods for source sentence Frame selection.

3.2.1. Frame Path-based Method (FPM)
Frame Path-based Method (FPM) aims to take advantage of Frame-to-Frame relations in FrameNet to select165

important Frames in X. For each target summary Frame, we choose the most relevant sentence Frame if the path
length ≤ 2 [46], e.g. in Figure 1, Frame Receiving Inherits from the Frame Getting (path length is 1). Similarly,
Frame Activity start inherits from the Frame Process start, which further inherits from the Event Frame (path length
is 2).

3.2.2. Frame Similarity-based Method (FSM)170

Frame Similarity-based Method (FSM) deploys cosine similarity to measure the similarity score between each
target summary Frame FXsum

i and source Frames FX
m. Then, for each FXsum

i , we choose the Frame with highest similarity
from all source sentence Frames FX .

Sim(i,m) = cosine(c(FXsum

i ), c(FX
m)) (5)

Sim(i) = [Sim(i, 1), Sim(i, 2), . . . , Sim(i,m)] (6)

Max Sim(i) = Max(Sim(i)) (7)

Where Sim(i,m) is the score between i-th target summary Frame FXsum

i and the m-th source sentence Frame
FX

m, and Sim(i) is the score set between FXsum

i and FX . More specifically, we obtain the selected Frames F sle =175

{F sle
1 , F sle

2 , ..., F sle
N } by the similarity score Max Sim(i). Note the number of F sle is equal to the number of target sum-

mary Frames N. c(FXsum

i ) is the Frame representation of FXsum

i , and is calculated by averaging all elements in its Frame
semantic structure {e(FXsum

i ), e(FEXsum

i1 ), e(FEXsum

i2 ), . . . , e(FEXsum

ij ), . . .}.

c(FXsum

i ) = e(FXsum

i ) +
1

|FEXsum

ij |

∑
j∈|FEXsum

ij |

e(FEXsum

ij ) (8)

Where |FEXsum

ij | is the Frame Elements number of FXsum

i .

1https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/frameIndex
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3.3. Encoder180

Source Encoder computes deep and context-aware representation for the source sentence X. We employ the pre-
trained BERT [45] to construct its contextual information for each token via self-attention and produce a sequence of
contextual representationHbx.

Hbx = BERT(X) (9)

During BERT encoding, the input sequence will be segmented to subwords (if any) by BERT word-piece tokenizer.
According to [47], we also apply a CNN [48] to reconstruct the contextual word representationsHc.185

Hc(t) = tanh[(
w−1∑
i=1

Hbx(t + i)Tη(i)) + b] (10)

Where w is the window size, and η is the convolutional filter.
Frame Encoder aims to encoder the selected Frames F sle into a vector representation H f to emphasize the

important Frames. As shown in Figure 4, we first compress the selected Frames into one Frame sequence. Specifically,
the larger Frame coverage degree2 means the more information it contains, so we sort the selected Frames according to
descending order of the Frame coverage degree. Then, we iteratively replace words with Frame and Frame Elements190

according to the coverage of every Frame [16], if the words not replaced by the previous Frames. At last, we get the
final Frame sequence F f . As some words (elements) may not be fully covered by the whole selected Frames in F f ,
and the words are not replaced. In addition, we apply the pre-trained BERT to construct its contextual representation
Hb f and use a CNN to reconstruct the Frame representations H f . The computational process is as described in
equations (9) and (10).195

3.4. Interaction Mechanism
Interaction Mechanism has been designed, aiming to construct the overall context vector C by integrating select-

ed Frame representationH f to the source sentence representationHc. We explore three combination approaches.
The first one is called FSumatt, which adopts attention mechanism like [49] to reweightHc based onH f .

αt j =
exp(Hc(t) · H f ( j))∑
j′ exp(Hc(t) · H f ( j′))

(11)

C(t) =
∑

j∈|H f ( j)|

αt jH
f ( j) (12)

2Frame coverage degree refers to the ratio of words contained in Frame roles (e.g., Target, Frame Element) to the words in the whole sentence.
Taking source sentence Frame Origin in Figure 1 as an example, the Frame coverage degree is 2/26, as the total number of words in the source
sentence is 26 (length of the source sentence) and the number of Frame annotation words is 2 (China, reinsurance).
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Where αt j is the attention weight for Frame representation attending to source sentence token at time step t, and200

H f ( j) is length of the hidden representationH f .
The second method is denoted as FSumgate, where we design a gated network to fuse the source sentenceHc and

selected Frame H f [12]. We compute both the Frame-to-Source (F2S) attention C f 2s and Source-to-Frame (S2F)
attention Cs2 f . The attention computation is shown in equations (11) and (12). Then we compute the gate:

H
gate
t = ϑ(Cf2s

t ,C
s2f
t ) (13)

C(t) = Hgate
t C

f 2s
t + (1 −Hgate

t )Cs2 f
t (14)

Where ϑ stands for a nonlinear function.205

The third approach is called FSumcat, which directly concatenates the source sentence representation Hc
t and the

Frame vectorH f
t .

C(t) = [Hc
t ;H f

t ] (15)

3.5. Summary Generation
Summary Generation applies the overall presentation C to generate its summary with a transformer structure

[37, 50]. As shown in Figure 5, it utilizes the previous output y1, y2, ..., yt−1, context vector Ct and Frame vector H f
t210

with attention mechanism to construct the output state Z. For clarity, we first use a multi-head attention to represent
the context vector Ct and the partial generated summary y1, y2, ..., yt−1.

Zl−1 = concat(head1, ..., headi, ...)WC
l (16)

headi = att(QlW
Q
l,i,KlWK

l,i,VlWV
l,i) (17)

Where Zl is the l-th layer input for the sub-layer and l ε L, WC
l , WQ

l,i , WK
l,i and WV

l,i are four learnable weight matrices,
headi is the i-th sub-head of multi-head attention, att is the Scaled Dot-Product Attention. Specifically, query Ql is
obtained by self-attention from the partial generated summary y1, y2, ..., yt−1; key Kl and value Vl are the context vector215

Ct.
To make the summarization model semantic-aware, we also insert another multi-head attention sub-layer for Frame

representation H f
t . The calculation of integrating frame representation is similar to the equations (16) and (17). The

final output Zl of this sub-layer is obtained with residual connection and layer normalization. The output of last layer
ZL is considered as the final decoder output Z.220

Finally, for the t-th decoding step, we compute a distribution over the Vvocab for the vocabulary distribution P(yt)
by a linear-softmax operation on zt.

P(yt) = softmax(Wozt + bo) (18)
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Where Wo and bo stand for learnable parameters; P(yt) is a probability distribution over all words in the vocabulary
Vvocab.

3.6. Candidate Summary Retrieval225

During training phase, we directly use the target summary to guide the Frame Selection. For testing purpose,
however, the ground truth summary is not available, and we are only given a source sentence X. So we design a
Candidate Summary Retrieval module to find out the most similar sentences Xsen to the source sentence X in the
training data Xtra, and use the summary of Xsen as the candidate summary Xcan, which is utilized to guide the Frame
selection. Specifically, we leverage the widely-used Information Retrieval system Lucene 3 to index and search the230

similar sentences Xsen efficiently.

Xsen = Top10(Lucene(X,Xtra)) (19)

For each source sentence X, we first select the top 10 sentences as candidate sentences Xsen. However, Xsen

are selected according to Lucene, which only considers the BM25 similarity between the source sentence and the
sentences in the training data at the word level. However, we want to retrieve sentences that are similar with X at
the semantic level. So we further utilize the Frame semantic relation to compute the sentence semantic relevant score235

between X and Xsen selected by Lucene.
Given the Frame set FX of source sentence X, and candidate sentences Xsen’s Frame set FXsen

, we define a function
f (FX

m, F
Xsen

i j ) to compute Frame semantic similarity between Frame FX
m and FXsen

i j , where FX
m represents the m-th Frame

of X and FXsen

ij (i=1, 2,. . . ,10) denotes the j-th Frame of i-th sentence in Xsen. Particularly, the Frame semantic similarity
between FX

m and FXsen

i j can be calculated as:240

f (FX
m, F

Xsen

i j ) =

1, if d(FX
m, F

Xsen

i j ) ≤ 2;
0, other.

(20)

Where d(FX
m,F

Xsen

ij ) is the frame relation path length between frame FX
m and FXsen

i j . Then, we compute score
Score(FX ,FXsen

i ) between source sentence Frame set F x and i-th candidate sentence Frame set FXsen

i as:

Score(FX ,FXsen

i ) =
∑

m∈|FX
m |

∑
j∈|FXsen

ij |

f (FX
m,F

Xsen

ij ) (21)

Where |FX
m| and |FXsen

i j | are the Frame number of FX and FXsen

i respectively. Finally, we pick up the most similar
sentence, which has the highest relation score Score(FX ,FXsen

i ), and use its summary as the candidate summary Xcan.
If Max(Score(FX ,FXsen

i )) = 0, we select the most similar sentence by IR system as the candidate summary Xcan.245

3.7. Training Objective

Our training objective is to maximize the probability of output summary y∗ given the input sentence. Therefore,
we adopt the negative log-likelihood as loss function:

L = −
1
|D|

∑
(x,y∗)∈D

log p(y∗|x; θ) (22)

WhereD denotes the training dataset and θ stands for the model parameters.

4. Experiments250

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to compare FSum model with state-of-the-art methods on two
benchmark datasets.

3https://lucene.apache.org/
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Dateset Train Dev. Test
Count 3.8M 189K 1951
AvgSourceLen 31.4 31.7 29.7
AvgTargetLen 8.3 8.3 8.8

Table 1: Data statistics for English Gigaword. AvgSourceLen is the average source sentence length and AvgTargetLen is the average summary
length.

4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
We performed experiments on two widely used benchmark datasets in text summarization, i.e. Annotated English

Gigaword dataset [19] and DUC 2004 dataset [20].255

Gigaword pairs the first sentence in the news article and its headline as the summary with heuristic rules [2] 4. As
shown in Table 1, it comprises about 3.8M sentence-headline pairs as the training set, 189K pairs as the development
set, and 2000 pairs as the test set. For a fair comparison, we use the same vision of test set as [32, 33, 42], which
removes 49 sentence-headline pairs which consist of empty titles in the test set.

DUC 2004 for summarization task (task 1) consists of 500 news articles from the New York Times and Associated260

Press Wire services, and each article has 4 different human-generated reference summaries 5. For abstractive sentence
summarization, we only use the first sentence of article as input text, following the previous work [2, 51–53]. As it
contains very small number of instances, we will not train our model on it directly (otherwise the results could be
biased as we do not have sufficient training examples to learn a model, as well as sufficient test examples to accurately
evaluate the model performance). As such, we directly use the model trained on the Gigaword to test on the DUC265

2004 dataset which can also evaluate models’ generalization capabilities.
We employ three standard ROUGE metrics [54], including ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L, to measure

summary qualities by computing overlaps between the generated summaries and ground truth summaries, in terms of
unigram, bigram and longest common subsequence. Existing systems were participated and evaluated using several
variants of the F-score-based ROUGE metric on Gigaword data [2, 5, 55, 56] and recall-based ROUGE metric on270

DUC 2004 data [2, 51–53]. In order to keep consistent with the existing work, we apply the three F-score-based
ROUGE to evaluate Gigaword data with full length. DUC 2004 data is evaluated by the three recall-based ROUGE
scores, and the generated summary is cut-off after 75-characters to make recall-only evaluation unbiased to length.

4.2. Experiment Setup
We implement our FSum model in PyTorch 6. In particular, we use BERT for encoder, whose implementation is275

based on the PyTorch version 7. We select Adam [58] as the optimizer, with a learning rate and the dropout probability
[59] setting as 5e-5 and 0.3 respectively. Finally, for decoder, we use the beam search of size 3 to generate summaries,
and set 12 heads for multi-head attention. Note we conduct our experiment on a machine with a NVIDIA V100 GPU.

4.3. Baselines
We compare our FSum model with the following strong baselines on Gigaword dataset, including both non-pre-280

trained models and pre-trained models. Here, we only list some models that do not describe in Section 1 and 2.
ABS [2] uses an attentive CNN encoder and a NNLM decoder to summarize the sentence.
Luong-NMT [55] applies a conditional RNN based on ABS.
ConvS2S [57] introduces an architecture based entirely on CNN.
SEASS [5] applies a selective gate network to control the information flow from encoder to decoder.285

Open-NMT [56] implements the standard Seq2Seq model with attention mechanism.
Besides, we compare our model with several pre-training based strong baselines: PEGASUS [41], MASS [39],

UniLM [33], ProphetNet [42], ERNIE-GEN [40], BERTShare [38].

4https://github.com/harvardnlp/sent-summary
5http://duc.nist.gov/data.html
6https://pytorch.org/
7https://github.com/huggingface/pytorch-pretrained-BERT
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Method ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
ProphetNet [42] 39.55 20.27 36.57
ERNIE-GEN [40] 39.25 20.25 36.53
PEGASUS [41] 39.12 19.86 36.24
MASS [39] 38.73 19.71 35.96
UniLM [33] 38.45 19.45 35.75
BERTShare [38] 38.13 19.81 35.62
ABS [2] 30.88 12.22 27.77
ABS+ [2] 31.00 12.65 28.34
ABS+AMR [35] 31.64 12.94 28.54
Featseq2seq [34] 32.67 15.59 30.64
ConvS2S [57] 35.88 17.48 33.29
SEASS [5] 36.15 17.54 33.63
Open-NMT [56] 36.73 17.86 33.68
FTSum [12] 37.27 17.65 34.24
Re3Sum [32] 37.04 19.03 34.46
BiSET [6] 39.11 19.78 36.87
FSum (FSumcat) 41.56 23.43 38.71

Table 2: F-measures ROUGE socres on Gigaword. We compare our FSum model (the bottom block) with both pre-trained (the top block) and
non-pre-trained (the middle block) models.

Method Gigaword DUC 2004
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

BERT (Ours) 35.58 18.78 33.68 25.12 8.09 22.11
FSumatt 36.28 19.75 34.41 26.78 8.86 23.64
FSumgate 39.33 22.45 37.31 29.43 10.29 25.57
FSum (FSumcat) 39.53 22.77 37.68 29.86 10.72 25.89

Table 3: Recall-measures ROUGE socres on Gigaword and DUC 2004 dataset.

In addition, we report the performance of six approaches on the DUC 2004 dataset, including ABS [2] and ABS+
[51], Featseq2seq [34], SEASS [5], ERAML [52], GLEAM [53].290

4.4. Experimental Results
This section reports the experimental results with detailed analysis on two standard benchmark datasets.

4.4.1. Experiments on Gigaword
Table 2 illustrates the comparison results in terms of the ROUGE scores on Gigaword dataset. The results show

that FSum model outperforms the baseline models and achieves the best results, in terms of all the three evaluation295

metrics, e.g., 41.56%, 23.43% and 38.71%, consistently. In addition, we have the following three observations:
(1) Our FSum achieves the best performance, comparing with other 16 state-of-the-art models, indicating frame

semantic information is valuable in summary generation.
(2) The results of pre-trained models (top block) are slightly better than the non-pre-trained models (middle block),

verifying it is reasonable to choose pre-trained model as our backbone model.300

(3) FSum model significantly outperforms pre-trained methods that have leveraged either hand-crafted features
(Featseq2seq[34]) or summary templates (Re3Sum[32] and BiSET[6]), signifying the importance of choosing rel-
evant and critical sentence Frames based on summary Frames, and learning a better representation by designing
interaction mechanisms based on both sentence and summary representations. To affiliate other researchers for per-
forming comparison, we also provide the recall-measures ROUGE scores on Gigaword dataset in Table 3. The results305

also demonstrate the superiority of our proposed FSum method.
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Method ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
BERT (Ours) 25.12 8.29 22.11
ABS [2] 26.55 7.06 22.05
ABS+ [51] 28.18 8.49 23.81
Featseq2seq [34] 28.61 9.42 25.24
SEASS [5] 29.21 9.56 25.51
ERAML [52] 29.33 10.24 25.24
GLEAM [53] 29.51 9.78 25.60
FSum (FSumcat) 29.86 10.72 25.89

Table 4: Recall-measures ROUGE socres on DUC 2004 dataset.

Method Gigaword DUC 2004
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

BERT (Ours) 36.08 19.16 34.45 26.78 9.54 24.27
FSumatt 39.64 21.13 37.86 29.67 11.91 26.04
FSumgate 41.24 23.11 38.28 31.38 13.24 27.32
FSum (FSumcat) 41.56 23.43 38.71 31.75 13.57 27.61

Table 5: F-measures ROUGE socres on Gigaword and DUC 2004 dataset.

4.4.2. Experiments on DUC 2004
We also evaluate FSum model on human-generated dataset DUC 2004. The detailed experimental results of six

state-of-the-art models and our proposed FSum model are listed in Table 4. Again, the results show that FSum model
achieves the best performance on all metrics consistently. Therefore, combined with the results on Gigaword, we310

can conclude that our FSum method is effective by leveraging the Frame semantic information to identify important
semantic information from sentences and guide the summary generation. For other people to do the future work, we
also list the F-measures ROUGE socres on DUC 2004 dataset in Table 5, our FSum model also achieves a significantly
better results.

4.4.3. Effect of Interaction Layer315

In section 3.4, we explored three alternative approaches to integrating the source sentence representation with the
selected Frame representation using Gigaword dataset (similar conclusions can be drawn from DUC 2004 data). The
experimental results are given in Table 5, The results show that our FSum (FSumcat) model outperforms the other two
interaction mechanisms, in terms of all the three evaluation metrics. This is probably because the FSumcat enables the
source sentence and selected Frame representation interact with each other through a single self-attention mechanism,320

while FSumatt and FSumgate encode each input sentences separately. For convenience in writing, we use FSum to
represent the best performance variation model (FSumcat) in the next sections.

4.4.4. Effect of Frame Selection
To evaluate the effectiveness of Frame Selection, we verify different Frame selection methods using Gigaword

dataset:325

(1) NoSlection directly uses all the Frames in source sentence without any Frame selection methods.
(2) FPM only chooses sentence Frames that have a path length ≤ 2 to candidate summary Frames.
(3) FSM only uses the similarity score between candidate summary Frames and source sentence Frames, and do

not consider the relationship between Frames.
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Method ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
FSum 41.56 23.43 38.71
NoSlection 39.83 21.21 36.85
FPM 40.26 21.74 37.16
FSM 40.58 22.12 37.34

Table 6: Comparison with Different Frame Selection.

From Table 6, we observe that both FPM and FSM contribute to the overall performance of our model. No matter330

which of the two Frame Selection methods we choose, their performance are all better than NoSlection, indicating
frame selection is valuable in helping select important and relevant Frames from source sentence to guide the summary
generation by leveraging Frame-to-Frame relations.
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Figure 6: Ablation study of FSum model.

4.4.5. Ablation Study
Recall that Frame Encoder and Source Encoder are two key modules/components of FSum. To determine their335

individual effects, we test FSum without these key components.
(1) –Frame Encoder, which removes the Frame Encoder and only use the Source Encoder to obtain the text

representation.
(2) –Source Encoder, which removes the Source Encoder and only computes the hidden states of the selected

Frame sequence by Frame Encoder to generate summary.340

The ablation results in Figure 6 show that without Frame Encoder, the performance degrade significantly and even
worse than some non-pretrained models in Table 2, indicating it is an effective way to distill semantic information of
source sentence with frame semantics. We also observe that model without Source Encoder also performs worse than
FSum, verifying these two innovative steps play crucial roles for generating high quality summaries.

In Table 7, we present a real example, where a summary generated by FSum model has better quality than –Frame345

Encoder and –Source Encoder. For instance, –Frame Encoder has wrongly replaced engineers to scientists and ignored
important word sustained, while –Source Encoder has ignored the major purpose is to for sustained development. By
integrating them together, FSum manages to keep the main content of the source sentence and generate an accurate
and informative summary successfully.
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Source Sentence
Chinese vice premier Huang Ju said here Wednesday that worldwide engineers should
cooperate with each other to contribute more to sustained development of the human
society .

Target Summary Engineers urged to contribute more to sustained development Chinese vice premier

Source Frames
Statement, Locative relation, Giving, Increment, Collaboration,Being obligated, Event,
People by vocation, Leadership, Origin, People

Candidate Frames Request, Giving, Increment, Leadership, Event, People by vocation
Selected Frames Statement, Giving, Increment, Leadership, Event, People by vocation
–Frame Encoder Vice premier urges scientists to contribute more to development
–Source Encoder Chinese vice premier urges global engineers to cooperate

FSum
Chinese vice premier urges worldwide engineers to contribute more to sustained
development

Table 7: An example of summaries generated by different models. –Frame Encoder and –Source Encoder represent our proposed FSum model
without Frame Encoder and Source Encoder, respectively

Method Informativeness Consistency Readability
BERT 4.22 4.15 4.37
FSumatt 4.29 4.22 4.39
FSumgate 4.37 4.29 4.47
FSum (FSumcat) 4.41 4.34 4.52
Ground Truth 4.54 4.49 4.57

Table 8: The results of human evaluation.

4.4.6. Human Evaluation350

Following the existing work [60–62], we conduct human evaluation on three criteria: (1) Informativeness, which
evaluates how much concrete information the summary contains; (2) Consistency, which indicates how consistent
is the summary to the source sentence; (3) Readability, which evaluates whether the summary follows the grammar
and easy to read. We random select 100 test samples on Gigaword data and invite three graduate students with NLP
knowledge to rate the generated summaries as well as ground truth summaries on a scale of 1 to 5. They are given355

both summaries and source sentences, and unaware of the identities of the different models. Then, we average the
scores of each summary from human.

The results are shown in Table 8, which shows the superiority of our proposed FSum method. We observe that
our FSum model achieves 4.41, 4.34 and 4.52 in terms of three evaluation metrics, which are 0.19, 0.19, and 0.15
better than BERT, indicating our model can generate better quality summaries by integrating Frame semantics infor-360

mation. Note the differences between our proposed method and ground truth are relatively small, again signifying the
advantage of the proposed method.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel FSum model to introduce Frame Semantic information to guide sentence summa-
rization. In particular, we design a new method to select important and relevant Frames that are critical for generating365

summary in given source sentence, through Frame-to-Frame relations and the similarity between source sentence
Frames and summary Frames. In addition, an interaction mechanism has been proposed to integrate source sentence
representation and Frame representation into a comprehensive semantic representation. The extensive experimental
results demonstrate that our model outperforms all the baseline models significantly and consistently on two bench-
mark datasets.370

There are three potential future directions to extend our work. Firstly, our method can be improved by integrating
external knowledge, such as knowledge graph, to supplementary Frame semantic information, inspired by related
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models [12, 37]. Secondly, we are interested in the automatic summary evaluation, inspired by the correlation between
source text and target summary which provide by FrameNet. Finally, in this paper, we focus on the effectiveness of
integrating Frame semantics knowledge to abstractive summarization, so we introduce the widely used BERT and375

transformer to construct our framework. Nevertheless, our model can extend to different types of neural networks and
verify their performance on abstractive summarization, such as capsule networks [8], deep recurrent belief network
[25], reinforcement learning and generative adversarial networks [7], Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [63].
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